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I have witnessed via the news, as I suspect many of you may have, 
that these mandates have caused people to be harassed, bullied, & 
abused for not wearing a mask in areas where mandates have taken 
effect. These are people who may have breathing difficulties, 
anxiety, autism spectrum disorders, or general difficulty 
breathing while wearing a mask. I consider myself to be in this 
affected group. Though there maybe general medical exemptions in 
some locations, this does not reduce the stress & anxiety placed 
on these people in order to access groceries, fuel, or work. They 
tell the employee at the entrance of the businesses of a medical 
exemption & many have been denied access to these businesses 
despite such medical exemptions. Even some going so far as to 
talk to a manager & yet being denied. Those who are able to gain 
access, where the medical exemption is respected may often be 
harassed by other patrons for not wearing a mask. This is 
unacceptable. No one is acknowledging that with the COVID case 
count increasing, the death count decreases dramatically. As our 
province is opening up, it is going backwards to bring in 
Draconian bylaws. Though the doctors advising our federal 
government are currently recommending masks, may I remind you 
that in the heat of COVID when the public was first made aware of 
it back in March & early April, it was strongly recommended not 
to wear one & simply to stay at home if one felt sick. The 
science of masks is not solely one sided either. The public has 
been well conditioned during the past few months to stay at home 
if they are at all feeling ill. Those who feel they need & want 
to wear a mask are already doing so. A mandatory mask bylaw would 
be harmful to the mental state of our population, depression & 
anxiety have increased. Consider that suicide rates across the 
world have increased as well, due to fear of COVID, due to stress 
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of losing social interactions, due to loss of employment, due to 
being treated as a leper if one has had it, due to nothing being 
normal, & due to watching others anxiety increase, maybe more. I 
daresay Saskatoon has been affected as well. I have struggled 
with my mental health in the past & especially continue to more 
so these past months. I sincerely ask that council not implement 
such a bylaw. I know those personally who may not survive it, 
they are barely surviving now. 
The science of masks has never changed it was there from the 
start, some research shows possible effectiveness, some show them 
not to be effective. The only thing that's changed in the 
recommendations is the politics behind them. 
Here is Dr Stephen Gundry discussing the effectiveness of masks: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SLPRBCNIkCY&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR3u1vX8czL9SB1- 
TSjULfJUHiaa_VTQoSXaYYiOxP0yJCaBDmAqPGHvHrc 
Dr Theresa Tam: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_edxN5kkBtc 
Dr Russell Blaylock: 
https://fort-russ.com/2020/05/dr-blaylock-face-masks-pose-serious-risks-to-the-healthy-hypoxia-and-
hypercapnia/ 
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    I have read that city council has considered or maybe considering
    a mask bylaw.
    I'm contacting city council to make it known I am not in favor of
    a mask bylaw. Though many provinces have mandated masks, this has
    negatively affected many people being able to access basic
    services like getting groceries. Though online shopping & pick up
    is theoretically an option; I have personally investigated this
    option myself & there was a two week wait for an appointment. Are
    people to starve waiting to be able to gain access to groceries?
    I have witnessed via the news, as I suspect many of you may have,
    that these mandates have caused people to be harassed, bullied, &
    abused for not wearing a mask in areas where mandates have taken
    effect. These are people who may have breathing difficulties,
    anxiety, autism spectrum disorders, or general difficulty
    breathing while wearing a mask. I consider myself to be in this
    affected group. Though there maybe general medical exemptions in
    some locations, this does not reduce the stress & anxiety placed
    on these people in order to access groceries, fuel, or work. They
    tell the employee at the entrance of the businesses of a medical
    exemption & many have been denied access to these businesses
    despite such medical exemptions. Even some going so far as to
    talk to a manager & yet being denied. Those who are able to gain
    access, where the medical exemption is respected may often be
    harassed by other patrons for not wearing a mask. This is
    unacceptable. No one is acknowledging that with the COVID case
    count increasing, the death count decreases dramatically. As our
    province is opening up, it is going backwards to bring in
    Draconian bylaws. Though the doctors advising our federal
    government are currently recommending masks, may I remind you
    that in the heat of COVID when the public was first made aware of
    it back in March & early April, it was strongly recommended not
    to wear one & simply to stay at home if one felt sick. The
    science of masks is not solely one sided either. The public has
    been well conditioned during the past few months to stay at home
    if they are at all feeling ill. Those who feel they need & want
    to wear a mask are already doing so. A mandatory mask bylaw would
    be harmful to the mental state of our population, depression &
    anxiety have increased. Consider that suicide rates across the
    world have increased as well, due to fear of COVID, due to stress



    of losing social interactions, due to loss of employment, due to
    being treated as a leper if one has had it, due to nothing being
    normal, & due to watching others anxiety increase, maybe more. I
    daresay Saskatoon has been affected as well. I have struggled
    with my mental health in the past & especially continue to more
    so these past months. I sincerely ask that council not implement
    such a bylaw. I know those personally who may not survive it,
    they are barely surviving now.
    The science of masks has never changed it was there from the
    start, some research shows possible effectiveness, some show them
    not to be effective. The only thing that's changed in the
    recommendations is the politics behind them.
    Here is Dr Stephen Gundry discussing the effectiveness of masks:
    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SLPRBCNIkCY&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR3u1vX8czL9SB1-
TSjULfJUHiaa_VTQoSXaYYiOxP0yJCaBDmAqPGHvHrc
    Dr Theresa Tam:
    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_edxN5kkBtc
    Dr Russell Blaylock:
    https://fort-russ.com/2020/05/dr-blaylock-face-masks-pose-serious-risks-to-the-healthy-hypoxia-and-hypercapnia/
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